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To a brighter future!
Editor’s letter
I’m awed that it’s been a year since I signed off
the first issue of The Academic Woman. We are
delighted to have created a space in which all
women working in academia can share their
experiences, and be recognised and celebrated.
Reflecting on the past year, I feel incredibly
grateful to all our contributors and academics –
it’s been a privilege to have interviewed, listened
to, and published the journeys and experiences of
academic women working across all levels.
I’d also like to give huge thanks to my team. The
editorial support I have received from Kellie and
Rory has been invaluable, while Aphra has made
the design of each issue look even better than the
preceding one. To all our subscribers, newsletter
readers, and those who have followed our work on
social media – thank you!
The academic community has been tremendously
supportive of our work to drive equity of
opportunity for women. In particular, my gratitude
goes to Academic Writing Coach Dr Cathy Mazak;
Alice Chilver, CEO and founder of WHEN and Head
of People and Organisational Development at the
University of Oxford; and Adèle MacKinlay, also of
WHEN and Director of People and Organisational
Development at the University of Manchester.
I feel especially honoured to be a part of the
WHEN team, and to have participated in the
annual conference this year. It was a week
packed with inspirational, thought-provoking and
reflective topics that left participants with so
much to take away.

As we celebrate Black History Month, I’m also
excited to announce in this issue the launch of
the 100 Black Women Professors Now (BWPN)
initiative by WHEN. The programme seeks to
create more visibility for black women academics
in order to provide mentors for the next generation
of black women.
And so, on page 14, we recognise and celebrate
one of the few, if there are any more, black
professors in leadership in the UK. Professor
Udy Archibong MBE of the University of Bradford
shares with us the stereotypes on career choices
from her native Nigeria, and her living experience
in the UK, as well as her journey to leadership.
Then, on page 22, we celebrate Dr Josephine
Jarpa Dawuni Esq, Associate Professor of Political
Science at Howard University, Washington DC,
USA, and her work in empowering more women.
Jarpa highlights that her passion is driven by her
mantra in life “do what I love, and love what I do”.
As we work to support each other, Professor
Anne-Wil Harzing, Professor of International
Management at Middlesex University, London,
acknowledges (on page 26) that the world
of academia is competitive, and encourages
everyone to be more supportive, to mutual benefit.
Also, on page 32, Dr Serena Bartys, Principal
Research Fellow in Work & Health at the University
of Huddersfield, explains how the skillsets of
highly sensitive people can be ideal for working
in academia.
As we start the new academic year, I hope the
stories in this issue will inspire you and fill you with
positive energy. Enjoy!

Anatu Mahama
Editor-in-Chief
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Making the
future ours
‘The Future is OURS’ was the powerful message
of this year’s WHENequality conference which
took place online in September. Positivity sat
next to concern as respected women leaders in
academia from around the world shared
their insight and offered their opinions
based on many decades of experience.
In a session that looked at how gender equity might be
different post-COVID, it was suggested that at times the
speed of change can seem glacial. Halima Begum, CEO of
the Runnymede Trust, said sometimes it was even slower.
“Yes, change is glacial at times, but what’s more worrying
is that sometimes we also take steps backwards,” said
Halima. “If we look at what has emerged in some parts
of the world in the last five years you might struggle to
see how much progress has actually been made. There
was a certain Republican leadership in the USA that set
global standards in the media as to what kind of culture
we tolerate in terms of gender equity, and in India we have
seen some quite serious gender-based violence against
women. The world is shrinking and we need to take stock
of any progress and stay vigilant.”

Hope for the future
However, Halima also explained that her 12-year-old niece
had given her hope for the future.

conversations back into their parents’ generations, is
quite hopeful,” she said. “My niece would come home and
challenge several things that I as an equalities warrior
would probably not be thinking enough about – such
as climate change and the impact of food shortages in
households during COVID. That gives me hope, the fact
that not only is gender equality of concern, but climate
change is also of concern, racial justice is of concern. For
the first time ever I feel hopeful that it is not just one ‘ism’
or particular issue that young people are tackling. They are
looking at the whole intersectionality of it.”
Halima added that young people are no longer just looking
at how women of colour face a double disadvantage in
their workplace because of their ethnicity and gender.
Now young people are also taking into account how
someone might face more barriers because of the
issue of affordability, and being from an economically
disadvantaged neighbourhood.
“I feel incredibly hopeful about the level of ease
and comfort we now have when talking about these
challenges,” she continued. “Being able to talk comfortably
about disadvantage and advantage in the same breath is
real progress. While we might carry the baton in one place
the next generation can pass it over to another group and
carry it on. The alliance that’s building such solidarity is
what gives me hope.”

A positive and strong force
Jummy Okoya, Senior Lecturer at the Royal Docks School
of Business and Law at the University of East London,
continued the optimistic note. She explained that she had
seen real progress in men authentically championing the
cause of women in organisations, and leading the way by
presenting a positive and strong force behind the message
of gender equity.
“If you look at the rate at which we have
seen more intensified effort around
allyship and the conversations

we are now having, this kind of progress gives me hope,”
said Jummy. “We now have a positive expectation that
years down the line our daughters will have a much better
experience in the workplace and in society than we
have had.”
“Change is happening. I know we would like it to be
at a greater speed, but it is happening,” she added.
“Conversations are taking place, we’re having male leaders
putting initiatives in place to ensure women have their
voices listened to, and get the same opportunities as their
male colleagues. Allyship is a big, big movement and I
think it will play a positive role going forward.”

Gender inequality is bad for everyone
Colleen Ammerman, Director of the Gender Initiative at
Harvard Business School in Boston, was also optimistic.
But she said that all across the world, and certainly in the
USA and UK, the pandemic had seen women “pushed out
of the labour force” because of the disproportionate caregiving burden, which is rooted in gender-based roles.
“Gender inequality is not just bad for women, it’s bad for
everyone in all kinds of ways. It’s a societal issue,” Colleen
explained. “So we need to reframe the problem. And to do
that, and make more progress, we need to mobilise men. At
Harvard Business School the women students association
has done a lot of tremendous work, including shifting the
conversation among MBA students to give men a place, a
language and a platform. Now men are able to raise their
hands and say not only do they support gender equality for
women but they also want to play an active role in the fight.
That’s been very heartening to see.”
However, Smita Jamdar, Partner and Head of Education
at Shakespeare Martineau, sounded a note of caution,
saying that there are always voices trying to pull women
backwards.
“We know – and depressingly our daughters and
granddaughters will come to know – that you don’t
win these battles,” she said. “They have to be fought
continually. What we need to ensure is that every time you
fight that battle you have a bigger and bigger group on your
side to advance the case, and allyship does that well.”
She did have a positive note to add, however. “Progress
may be glacial but it is moving very much in the right
direction, with people more able to be themselves in
the workplace, whatever their race, gender, religion or
sexuality. I think we should take a great deal of hope
from that.”

Challenging inequity
The academics were asked if they had any tips for
speaking out and challenging inequity.
Oyebanji (Banji) Adewumi, Director of Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion at the University of Manchester, suggested the three
Vs – voice, vision and vigour.

“The level of discussion and pace of dialogue that young
people are facing from schools, and then taking those
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“Do not be silent,” she said. “Do not let
anyone cut off your voice. Do not allow
your confidence to be dented by virtue
of the way you’ve been appraised or
managed. Do not hold back from saying
what you feel is the right thing at a
particular time. Vocalise your vision and
always put your all in, because there will
surely be a return on that investment.”
“Do not give up,” Banji added. “Have
your vision, have your goal, and if you
identify any ‘gaps’ in terms of skills
missing, make sure you secure those
skills because this will put you in good
stead to achieve your goal.”

Supporting people who are
ignored
Marcia Wilson, Dean of Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion at The Open
University, said that when she started
her career it took much too long for
her to find her voice. She decided
to make a pact with herself that she
would never leave a meeting until she
had said what she wanted to say, and
had been heard.
“In my experience, when black and
brown women speak up there’s a
penalty if what they say is not liked,”
said Marcia. “I decided that not only
did I need to find allies who could
support what I wanted to say, but I
also needed to support other women
or other people who were largely
ignored or had their ideas dismissed.
It’s all about trying to give everybody
a voice. I now know who my allies are
and they know what they can expect
from me.”

Colleen agreed that it’s important to
cultivate relationships with people
who see things the same way as you,
and want the same kind of changes to
happen. However, it took a tragedy for
this to become easier. Since the murder
of George Floyd, issues that Colleen
and others had been advocating for
years had now become front and centre
within a genuinely global conversation.
“Where I’d been trying to push the
ball forward but feeling it was very
slow going,” she said. “With this new
momentum and this new focus, it’s
been possible to activate some of
those really important relationships.
Changes are now being made much
more quickly.”

We must create
more visibility
for black women
academics

Progressing leadership roles
Finally, Marcia and Banji offered
some key advice to women looking to
progress their leadership roles within
any organisation.
“Make your intentions known and
try to steer the ship as much as
you can,” advised Marcia. “I led any
conversations about where I wanted
to go, and what I wanted to do, and
the opportunities that I felt I needed
to develop professionally.”
“Do your homework in terms of
knowing what position you’re seeking
to progress to,” added Banji. “Always
know your worth, even if it means
reminding yourself of your heritage.
Be proud of yourself and be part of a
professional network.”

At the last count there were 12,860 white men professors
and 4,900 white women professors in the UK, but just 35 black
women professors. To combat this imbalance, the Women’s
Higher Education Network (WHEN) has set up an initiative to
help level the playing field and support the sector’s most senior
women of colour. At its official launch, several speakers gave their
take on the main issues.
Introducing the launch event of ‘100 Black
Women Professors Now’, Alice Chilver, CEO and
founder of WHEN – also Head of People and
Organisational Development, Oxford University
– said the initiative represents one of WHEN’s
key goals to reach by 2025. As well as working
to support the appointment of 10 new women
Vice Chancellors, WHEN aims to do the same to
ensure that 100 black women professors will be
in post within the next four years.
Looking at the real-life experiences of black
female academics who have made professor,
and considering what their journey to it was like,
Alice said it was important to drill down into the
overall BAME statistics. Although the number
of BAME women professors has grown by 109%
over seven years, most of that growth has come
from the Asian and Chinese communities.
“The business case for diversity aside, this is
just morally wrong,” said Alice. “We must create
more visibility for black women academics
in order for the next generation to be able to
see themselves in these roles. We need to
go beyond racial gesture politics, to focus on
being open, to call out bias and racism in our
structures, our systems and our attitudes.”
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Accelerating progression
Alice explained that the 12-month ‘100 Black
Women Professors Now’ programme aims
to accelerate the career progress of black
women academics on the pathway to attaining
professorial and senior leadership roles in their
institutions. She described it as “pioneering,
because we are working with institutional
leaders, including Vice Chancellors, heads of
department, HR directors and black women
academics.”
“This is not about gender or race, it’s about
gender and race,” she added. “We are also
moving away from the terminology of BAME and
looking to understand the specific experiences
of black African and black African Caribbean
women.”
Speakers at the launch included Professor
Marcia Wilson – Dean of Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion at The Open University – and
Loughborough University’s Professors Amanda
Daley, Pat Carrillo and Fehmidah Munir.
Amanda said her experiences of working in four
universities in large cities had been positive.
“I have not personally experienced overt racism

theacademicwoman.co.uk
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face-to-face,” she said. “But I know as a
woman of colour that my journey would
have been much more difficult if I hadn’t
persuaded Sainsbury’s to offer me a
scholarship to go to university and to
fund my PhD.”
“I have always ensured I had good
mentors in place because I am not
white,” she went on to explain. “I still
have four, and it might be as women of
colour that we have to accept we need
more mentors. I feel hugely privileged
to be in this position and to offer
mentoring and support to other women.
But I’ve never been asked to mentor
another black woman or black men,
I’ve never worked with, appointed, or
had a black African Caribbean woman
in my team. I rarely meet black African
Caribbean women at work and they
rarely apply for the jobs that I advertise.
That tells us where we are at in terms of
changing the agenda.”

Focusing on the future
Rather than look back at what could
have been different over her career,
Amanda prefers to focus all her energy
on the present and the future, changing
things as she moves forward.
“If we are only going to talk about what
happened in the past, why would you as a black African Caribbean woman come into academia? You’d become a
lawyer and earn more money because
there’s something in it for you,” she
explained. “We clearly need more black
women supporting black women. In
my experience, black women are quite
critical of other black women and we
have to stop that and reach out and
support each other.”
“I would also like to see more black
African Caribbean women apply for
academic roles,” she went on to say.

“We need to
show other
black African
Caribbean
women that it
is possible to
succeed.”
10
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“I recently advertised
four PhD studentships
and had 99 applications,
but only one of them
was from a black African
Caribbean person. This
puts into context how
difficult the agenda is that
we face.”
“I want the next generation
to be excited about having
a career in academia, but we
need to propel and support
women who have done well. We
need to show other black African
Caribbean women that it is possible to
succeed. There is no reason why black
women can’t be successful academics.
We could easily have another 100
professors,” she concluded.
Professor Marcia Wilson concurred.
She said that it was important to think
about the network around you, to have
people who can support you along the
way. Mentors and sponsors had been
so crucial throughout her journey.
Marcia emphasised the importance of
black women being authentic and true
when putting themselves in the position
for leadership. “Yes, we can try to fit in
to be within the institution,” she said.
“But I think there’s something really
important about going through the
ranks and being promoted as you, your
authentic self. It’s essential to be you,
regardless of the challenges.”

“I repeatedly experienced racism”
Looking back, Marcia said that if there
had been more black professors when
she was studying she would have had
someone who she felt would listen to her.
“I repeatedly experienced racism,”
she recalled. “From students and
from professors as well as within the
community. I thought about quitting
on so many occasions. I had no role
models and I often had the ‘only one’
experience, meaning I was the only
black person in my cohort, department
or unit.”
“My hope is to see more black women
in academia as VCs and in leadership
positions where they have the power to
drive change. I hope we see the change
that we are working towards, and that my
children are not saying the same things
in 10 or 20 years from now. It shouldn’t
be down to the most marginalised
people within the institution to make the
change,” Marcia concluded.

Prof Fehmidah Munir said her battles began when she became a lecturer and she felt
incredibly isolated. She didn’t know what a mentor was, and nobody wanted to do research
with her.
“It was a case of ‘What can you offer us? What strengths are you bringing?’,” she recalled.
“I realised then that having a mentor was so important, especially when there’s no-one
among your family or friends who are academic. I’ve made it to professor and there is a lot
more support now than when I started 20 years ago.”

Open doors based on merit
“Make the most of the support that’s available to you, set up your own network if you can,
get yourself a champion that will sponsor you and help you open doors based on your own
merit and skillset,” advised Fehmidah. “And make sure people know who you are. I set up a
mentorship sponsoring programme as part of being an Athena SWAN (Scientific Women’s
Academic Network) champion and it’s been incredibly successful.”
“When people ask why aren’t there enough black people coming into academia, I tell them
that there are structural barriers. Also, we need to understand that inclusivity isn’t just
about equality, it’s about equity,” she concluded.
Professor Pat Carrillo said that when she came to the UK from Trinidad and started work
as a teaching assistant, she decided to put her head down and get on with the job, wanting
to appear competent while being reluctant to talk to others about progressing her career.
“I really didn’t know the rules of engagement for succeeding in academic life,” she said.
“But a high-flying colleague took me under his wing and supported me. I realised then just
how important it was to find out more about the system and how it operates.”
Pat said that the future for black women in academia is all about confidence. “You should
have more faith in your own abilities. You need to have the understanding and acceptance
that although you are a confident woman you will have different priorities at different
stages in your life. Some things will drop but you have to keep your eye on the end goal
and where you want to be. Even if something is delayed, you should have a plan to pick it
up again. I got my PhD when I had small twins.”

A national network for senior women of colour
The last speaker the launch event heard from was Dr Zainab Khan, Pro Vice Chancellor
and Director of the Centre for Equity and Inclusion at London Metropolitan University. It
was Zainab who approached Alice Chilver with the idea of setting up a network for the
most senior women of colour in the sector. These include Pro Vice Chancellors, Deputy
VCs, deans and other senior executive posts.
“My experience showed me that the power of a network is not just internal but also
external,” she said. “I realised early on that everyone in senior roles seemed to
know all the other senior executives in the different institutions. It’s the
leaders who create the cultures within our institutions. That’s
why we are so keen on mentoring and sponsoring the
wider pool of talent in the sector – particularly
black female talent.”

Details of WHEN events can be found
at www.whenequality.org/events

“You must
accept that
not every
black person
has had the
same life
experiences”
At the recent launch of the
‘100 Black Women Professors
Now’ initiative by the Women’s
Higher Education Network
(WHEN), participants argued
that significant changes need
to be made – and fast – if we
are to have genuinely antiracist universities.

for change must be set from the top, so that people can
raise issues and share ideas without fear of reprisal.”
Dr Showunmi echoed those sentiments. “Let’s be clear
about what anti-racism means,” she said. “It’s a policy of
opposing racism and promoting racial acceptance through
actions or expressing anti-racist thought. Being racist is
to support racism through actions – or inactions – and
expressing racist ideas. We need to be able to speak up,
not to be silenced by the fear of saying the wrong thing.
We need to learn because we are in learning organisations.
Yes, we can make mistakes but this is how we will learn
together and move forward.”

“It’s important to understand, when developing
an anti-racist practice within your institution,
that not every single black person has had the
same life experiences,” explained Dr Victoria
Showunmi, Assistant Professor at University
College London (UCL), when speaking at the
launch.
Professor Chris Linton, Provost of
Loughborough University, agreed. “We need
to ensure the processes that perpetuate
structural inequality are revised, so that they
recognise that not everyone who enters the
process is starting from the same point,” he
said. “We assume that we must treat everyone
the same, when they are not the same and the
opportunities they’ve had are not the same.”
With this in mind, Prof Linton said it was
important to use the word ‘equity’ rather than
‘equality’, because equity is about giving people
what they need, it isn’t about treating everybody
in exactly the same way.
“This development programme by WHEN is
a perfect example of the equity approach,”
he said. “This fixation with equality is not
necessarily the right solution – we need to be
aware of what differences there are and aim to
give people what they need to succeed.”
Dr Showunmi, whose research specialises in
gender and educational leadership, as well as
the experiences of black young women and
their well-being, said that while it was important
to create opportunities for everybody within
academia there needed to be a much greater
understanding within universities about people
of colour.
“Get the organisation to lead on this area,”
she advised, “because this will ensure your
organisation is going in the right direction. It’s
a slow process but it is a journey that every
student and all staff will benefit from.”

An anti-racist institution begins at home
“We must understand what being ‘anti-racist’
really means,” said the launch event chair Alice
Chilver, CEO and founder of WHEN. “The tone
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Dr Showunmi said it was important for any institution
to “hold up a mirror and look at what was really going
on.” “We have to admit that we have issues and we need
to work through them,” she said. “Be humble and don’t
pretend you’ve solved the problem simply because you’ve
ticked the boxes and you have the charters. The key
thing is what is going on within the organisation. When
you look at the passives, the complicit, the people who
are activists or disruptors, and you have all those people
interconnecting… it’s the ones who are making the most
noise that are making people feel uncomfortable because
there is a need for model minorities. Know and understand
the demographic make-up of your organisation. Apply
an intersectional lens that enables you to have women
who are black within your institution. Just that in itself is
incredibly important.”
“We need to give a voice to black leadership,” Dr Showunmi
added. “Are the people you are leading, who are mainly
white, ready for a black leader? This is really important
when thinking about an anti-racist organisation. And
universities shouldn’t expect black people to educate them
on the issues – they need to educate themselves.”

The need for speed
Prof Linton stressed there was a need to act quickly
because there was clear bias in our societal structures,
processes and value systems. “White privilege and male
privilege are real, and the lack of black women professors
in UK higher education is a disgrace,” he said. “It’s up to
people like me to work to fix it but we’ve got a long way to
go and we need to get cracking.”

“Even though attitudes have changed significantly towards
diversity and there is much greater awareness of the
problem, why it exists and why it needs to be sorted, very
little progress in terms of shifting the numbers has been
made,” he added. “There has been some progress around
gender but next to nothing around ethnicity, despite
initiative after initiative.”
“We know that if we continue to do things the way we have
always done them then precisely nothing will change.
The evidence for that over the past 30 years is pretty
powerful. So we need to learn within our organisations,
to understand where positive action can be taken and
give our staff the confidence to use it, ”urged Prof Linton,
clearly disappointed by the lack of confidence within
universities to use positive action as a remedy.
Professor Marcia Wilson – Dean of Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion at The Open University – agreed there was an
“urgent need for speed.” “We had the first black woman
professor, Heidi Mirza, in 1998, and 23 years later we only
have 35,” she said. “That’s the equivalent of between one
and two black women professors appointed each year
between then and now, a rate that is nowhere near good
enough. And if we think about black women who head up
higher education institutions, there has only ever been one
– Baroness Valerie Amos.”

The whiteness of organisations gets normalised
“It troubles me that there are some universities in the
UK that do not have any black women professors and I
dare say that our absence becomes normalised,” Prof
Wilson added. “It is normal for us not to have a seat at
the top table in terms of senior leadership. This is not
just problematic for us as black women but problematic
for institutions in general because they lack the diversity
needed to contribute to solving some of the big problems.”
“There’s something very powerful about empowering the
next generation of black women academics and leaders
being able to call on the full complement of diverse staff
from different backgrounds to show what an effective, fully
functioning institution can look like,” Prof Wilson concluded.
“The whiteness of organisations gets normalised, and that
is what we need to dismantle because we need to have a
very different vision of what higher education can be, and
what it can do for everyone – and black women can play a
very significant role in that process.”

When people ask why aren’t there
enough black people coming into
academia, I tell them that there are
structural barriers. Also, we need to
understand that inclusivity isn’t just
about equality, it’s about equity
theacademicwoman.co.uk
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I started lecturing on scientific concepts applied to nursing
then became a research co-ordinator doing lots of work
around equality, diversity and inclusion as well as research
to underpin equality practice. The rest is history.

In Profile:

Udy
Archibong
MBE
Professor Uduak (Udy)
Archibong MBE is
Pro Vice-Chancellor
for Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion at the
University of Bradford.
She is also a Professor
of Diversity, Fellow of
the Royal College of
Nursing and Fellow of the
West African College of
Nursing. We caught up
with her to discuss her
inspirational career and
get some tips on thriving
in academia.
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Was it always the plan for you to go into academia?
Did you have that in mind from the beginning?
Right from childhood, I was fortunate to have a very high
academic achievement. I did my primary and secondary
education through high levels scholarship, and was always
first in everything. When I went into nursing, my wish was to
go into leadership or any aspect of nursing that was about
cascading knowledge or helping others. So, when Professor
John suggested I should consider getting into nursing
education and research, it wasn’t difficult because that door
was already opening. When she made that suggestion, it
was easy to align my personal interests with that kind of
professional advice from a senior colleague.

You’ve said your journey from university to PhD
to lecturing was a smooth one, but did you have
challenges along the way?

Professor Udy Archibong MBE

Can you take us through your academic history and
why you chose nursing?
My academic journey started from my need to be more
exploratory. It was all about my wish to learn and to bring
something back into clinical nursing through evidence.
In my country, Nigeria, you had to be aged 17 and a quarter
to go into nursing. I was younger than that, but I was so
keen to do nursing that my mother supported me and I
was given an exemption. My interest in nursing is a very
personal one. My mother was a nurse and she was very
keen to have her children follow her path. Mum died last
year, but she always said we need to think about service to
humanity so going into nursing for me was about following
mum’s personal love for serving humanity.
I also had a mentor – my life mentor, Professor Mildred
John – who spotted me in my first year of nursing and
told me she saw me going into leadership, research and
academia of nursing. I didn’t consider that to be any kind of
pressure because I wanted it, I was ready for it.
After my first nursing programme, I stepped down to do my
degree in nursing at the University of Nigeria in Nsukka. If
you achieved very highly, the university would fund you to
do other things, so as the first student to take a first-class
honour from the whole faculty of health sciences at the
university, I was asked where I wanted to go and was told I
could do my PhD in any field. So I chose Hull University and
a PhD in public health nursing. After that, I did my teaching
qualification, then moved into academia and became a
lecturer at the University of Bradford.

I’ve always had challenges. Apart from starting in nursing
younger than the age prescribed by the nursing and
midwifery council of Nigeria, most of my challenges have
been to do with the kind of debates you always have in
families about which profession your child should go into.
That was a huge issue in our family, but I had the full support
of my mother so she was able to convince other family
members that I could be and do anything. I still see some of
my uncles today who say “Your mother was right!”

Equality,
diversity
and
inclusion
are things
that align
with my
very being

Because of the way society defined nursing at the time I
started, members of other health professional groups would
often look down on the profession and didn’t believe that
a nurse could be a complete member of the healthcare
team. That was a challenge because I would get drawn
into debates about the professionalism of nursing and how
the way forward for healthcare in Nigeria had to be based
around multi-professionalism. It was certainly a challenge
to get other healthcare colleagues to see nursing as a highlevel profession.
I had other challenges, of course. I got married at 21 so had
to run my professional career alongside having a family.
When I came to England to do my PhD, I had four children
and had to leave them at home for my mother to look after
them. My joy is that I was able to balance as many things as
possible to get to where I am. And I’m very thankful to my
children because it was a huge sacrifice for them to make,
especially when I left them in Nigeria to do my PhD, though
they did join me five years after.

What makes you passionate about the issues of
diversity and inclusion?
Mum really brought us up to think about humanity, about
service, and it was non-negotiable, but it got all crystallised
when I lost my stepfather who was diabetic. Because of
poor communication between the healthcare professionals
and my family, my dad died after having had an amputation
following gangrenous diabetic complications. So that drove
home to me the need to look at amplifying family voices.
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Can you think of any particular instances where your
gender or race were an issue?

Work with people
who are completely
different to you.
Academia is about
collaboration...

My PhD was around inappropriate
communication in the healthcare
system, based on my experience of
losing my stepfather at the age of 57.

nature of inequality is getting subtler
and subtler so if I’m in a meeting and
people don’t see it, I know that I have
to jump in.

In the context of the work I have
done, I think equality, diversity, and
inclusion are about how you support
unusual voices in any situation, for
the best outcomes. My interest
started from that family push, but
now I’m beginning to accept that a
world where humanity doesn’t drive
the things we do is not a world I want
to live in. That has been my personal
passion and it has helped me to hold
on to some of the academic work I’ve
done around equality, diversity and
inclusion. I’m not just coming at it as a
subject of interest, but something that
aligns with my very being. Some of the
things that I do out in the community
as an ecumenical canon at Bradford
Cathedral all come together to
emphasise the need for supporting
voices, helping people who are rarely
heard to be heard, amplifying those
voices. I see that the work I do is a
major force in driving those voices.

It’s a learning thing, you have to
know the right time to strike. It’s not
about speaking for speaking’s sake,
you have to be able to influence
through the process of speaking out.
Increasingly though, I’m beginning
to see that a few more people are
beginning to speak up about things.

We hear many stories about the
lack of equality, diversity and
inclusion in higher education, with
people talked over in meetings.
At what point do you think people
should speak out?
That’s something I’ve often had to
battle with. I speak out all the time
but sometimes I listen to see whether
other people can see what I see. The
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You are one of the few black
female professors in the UK
and one of the few black female
professors in leadership. How
does that make you feel?
Very, very annoyed and frustrated
because I would ask why do we need
to make a few people seem special?
Nobody’s precious. I don’t think that
there are things I’m doing that my
other black brothers and sisters are
not able to do. I think we should all be
given equity of opportunity so I am not
proud to be one of the very few. I don’t
think we should continue to be the
special people, the precious people.
I hate it when I hear this but I hear it all
the time.
I read recently about somebody saying
“Why do we have to do double and
get less recognition?” I think we need
to dismantle this rubbish. There are
no special people and we shouldn’t
be made to feel that way. I go into
situations where I know I’m going to

be a solitary figure and I don’t enjoy
it. I don’t want to be special. I want as
many people who have done well to
be allowed to grow and achieve their
maximum contribution, because that’s
what everybody wants. They all want to
contribute and this notion of making a
few people special and precious is not
the world I belong to. It is frustrating
to continue to be the special breed. It’s
not necessary.
At the same time, you can’t tell me
that quality has anything to do with the
injustice we face in academia today.
You can’t tell me that the few of us who
have managed to make it to some top
positions in HE are the best there is.
What’s stopping the other people? A
few of us have sneaked through and
that shouldn’t be the case. We should
just open the door so that people
who are doing well can go in. I am not
one for mediocrity and if I see people
under-achieving I always say they’ve
got to buckle up and get the work done.
But where there are people who are
clearly achieving, we need to support
them to move forward. We need to stop
putting barriers in the way.
Why do we still want to keep counting
how many black people are in the
room or sector? Why don’t we just help
people grow? Then, next time when
we count, it’s not going to be 45, it’s
not going to be 0.22%, it’s going to be
many human beings who have done
extremely well, who are recognised,
and are getting on and achieving.

When I got the very first cross-disciplinary Professor
of Diversity post, not many people had heard about the
position outside of health or housing. I was invited to do
a keynote address at a conference in York and was really
excited about it. When I got to the venue, the man I had
been communicating with in the build-up to the event said
to me: “I’m expecting Professor Udy Archibong, he never
told us he was sending a representative.” I kept telling him
“It’s me!” but he wasn’t listening, and in the end he was so
angry he just walked away and left me.
So that was my baptism of fire and after my presentation
the man did have the decency to come back and
congratulate me for a wonderful talk. But it was his lack
of humility that really got me, because when he realised
he had made a mistake I would have expected him to be
humble enough to say “I’m sorry, I’ve never seen a black
woman professor before.”
I didn’t mince words. I told him: “I am a black woman. I am
a professor. I want to accept your kind words because I
know I did extremely well, and I want to accept you’re now
looking after me, because I think you deserve to do that.”
I learned a lot from that experience but it was a real push.
I thrive on adversity and maybe if he hadn’t treated me the
way he did, I wouldn’t have been as bold as I was in my
keynote speech. I regularly tell my friends that this kind of
experience is something that should propel you. I thrive on
knocks when I have those moments, it really pumps the
adrenaline. Sure, you could question whether life should
be like that and, obviously, the answer would be no – but
unfortunately that is what life has given us and it’s how we
make the best of it.

What’s your view on the patriarchal nature of
academia? How can we speed up equity of
opportunity?
I’m beginning to warm up to programmes of allyship,
working with colleagues to ask is the bigger picture about
me, the people who look like me, or is it about serving the
greater good, taking a collective approach to give the best
experience to our students? There’s just no way that one
set of experiences, one set of the way we view the world, is
going to give the best experience to our students.
So I tell my colleagues: “There are many things you are good
at, but there are many things I’m good at as well, and if we
brought everything we do well together we are going to
make the best team. So how can I help you and how can you
help me bring the best into this?”
I believe very strongly that we are in a time where we
all need to come together, we must listen and learn
from people who live the experience and use it to drive
performance and improve experiences for our students
(and for ourselves). Yes, there are other people who
don’t live that experience, but they need to use their own
privilege positively to help those who do live the experience
to amplify their voices and produce better outputs. We
don’t need that patriarchal white saviour, male saviour
air of importance. That attitude doesn’t help in working
together and achieving the best outcomes.

So I say: “Let’s be allies. Let’s have
a dialogue. Let’s not keep trying to
tackle the symptoms; let’s get to the
root of the problem.”
By creating spaces for dialogue
between men, women, black staff,
Asian staff, the racially minoritised
– where people talk generally
and openly – we certainly provide
a platform for people living the
experience to talk about that
experience. At the same time, though,
we also give the other party, the allies,
a platform to ask some of those
questions that are not often asked,
when people assume things that are
not healthy for all parties.
We also need strong leadership that
understands how coming at things
from different thought processes
through our diversity gives us different
perspectives. We need leaders who are
inclusive enough to harness that, to
set the tone for diversity and inclusion,
and to be part of the infrastructure
that allows equality to thrive and be
sustained.
There are not many people who want
to just block it, I see more people who
want to be involved and want to do
something about it. They just need
you to work with them. Sometimes it
comes down to managing ignorance
and the pomposity that comes with
that ignorance.

Do you have any top tips for
striving in academia?
My first tip is that you’ve got to know
what you’re doing, you really must
know your stuff. By that I mean you

must have a way of replenishing
your internal resources. If you’re a
researcher, be a very good researcher;
if you’re a teacher, make sure you’re
a good teacher. I’m not asking you
to do something a hundred times
more than others, I’m saying be the
best in whatever you are doing. So
when things become shaky and you
witness inequality, you can scream
and nobody’s going to challenge you
because you didn’t do a great job.
Another top tip is work with people,
work with people, work with people!
There was a time that we had lone
rangers in academia, you could just
get on and do your stuff. But the world
of academia has moved on and that
means you have to get into the art
of learning how to work with others.
You most definitely need to choose
the right people to work with as well.
Often, they’re not going to be people
of your same thinking, they’re not
going to look like you, sometimes
it’s going to be somebody who is
completely different to yourself. I
tend to go with the view that maybe
it’s best to work with people different
than those that look like you, to have
a mixture so that you can really go
with the times. Academia is about
collaboration.
My final tip is please, please, please
choose your fights. You don’t have to
get into everything. I have a saying, an
African saying, which is “If you stop
and throw a stone at every barking
dog on your journey home, you will
never get home.” That’s so true. If
every time somebody coughs you pick
a fight, then another person coughs

and you won’t get to where you want
to be. I personally believe in just
watching and seeing, not dignifying
every distraction, and carrying on.
If someone says to me “Udy, I have
been ignoring so many little fights
but I want to fight this one,” I will say,
yes, you are right because this one is
worth fighting for.

Finally, what plans do you have
for the next five years?
I just want to continue to learn
with people around me. I want to
continue to keep going against the
tide, because while so many people
are going upwards I’m often the one
having to say “Hang on, you can’t do
that, because you’ll be disadvantaging
the next group of people.”
I also want people to understand that
we come at things from similarities
and from differences, and if we don’t
harness that difference or diversity
then we have no business even
thinking about humanity. It’s about
how we value difference and the
contributions made by that diversity.
There’s a huge portfolio of work which
is beginning to show that diversity
does help organisations to produce
better, to perform better. Diversity
breeds creativity and diversity of
thought can help you get out of
problems much faster and easier than
if you had a mono-cultural group-think
approach to problem solving.

We need a collective
approach to give the best
experience to our students
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Getting
some
perspective
This issue we speak to Chiara
Cecalupo about the importance
of taking a pragmatic view of life,
academia, and the challenges posed
by COVID.
According to Chiara Cecalupo, CONEX-Plus-Marie Curie
Fellow at the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, the best
things that women in academia can do to navigate the
discipline in a ‘peaceful’ way are to give everything its right
weight, try to limit over-reacting as much as possible, and
always see things in perspective.
Chiara says that living through the COVID-19 pandemic
during the past year has led to her developing a
more balanced and positive attitude towards
academia and towards life in general,
becoming acutely aware of ‘the reality’
and of her own feelings.
“I never take myself too seriously
and keep seeing the irony in
everything,” she says. “I think
during the past year these
have turned out to be my best
strengths.”
Chiara believes that sometimes
academics can come to believe
that they live in their own world but
the global pandemic has proved that
presumption to be “terribly wrong.”

on the rediscovery of early-Christian catacombs in the
Mediterranean basin. Chiara has had many pieces published
that relate to the history of archaeology, antiquarian studies
and the reception of antiquities from the 16th to the 19th
century.
“When I got my PhD it was the end of a satisfactory,
challenging and stimulating path, for which I am extremely
grateful,” she says. After working on some short research
projects for different European institutions, Chiara looked
for a post-doc position, which proved extremely challenging.
“After 37 applications and many disappointments, I landed
a post-doc position at the Universidad Carlos III in Madrid,”
she explains. “Sometimes I am asked how I coped with so
many rejections and I put it down to mental flexibility, hard
work on my publications (the book from my dissertation
came out in Sept 2020), and having the ability to laugh
at myself.”
Chiara’s current “very stimulating” project is called ‘LIT!
– living in the catacombs! Reception of catacomb art in
European culture and architecture between the 19th and
20th century’. A lot has been written about ancient art and
archaeology in modern and contemporary Europe as being
among the main pillars of our common cultures but the
influence of early-Christian catacomb paintings hasn’t been
extensively investigated… until now.

Becoming a leading researcher
Chiara’s goal is to move this kind of historiographic research
(historiography being the study of the writing of history
and of written histories) on to a more international
platform, combining archaeological research
with art and architecture, sociology and
common culture on the European level.
She aims to offer a new and unique
contribution to the study of European
antiquarianism, museology and
the historiography of Christian
archaeology.

“It pays not to
take myself too
seriously and to
see the irony in
everything”

“Not everything is under our control,” she
continues. “Not everything depends on us, and
not everything we perceive as terribly important and urgent
really is important and urgent. We exist in the real world,
not in our ivory towers. I hope this last year serves as a real
wake-up call, especially for us younger academics. We are
the change we want to see in academia, and we have been
called to be present in this historical moment.”

A challenging and stimulating path
Chiara achieved her PhD in Museology and History of
Early Christian Archaeology in 2018 at the Pontificio
Istituto di Archeologia Cristiana in Rome. As a researcher,
she collaborated with several universities and museums
in Malta and Europe, and her main research focus was

“I have an ambition to become a
leading researcher in these areas,
but entering into a new position in a
different country during a pandemic
has not been easy,” she explains. “For
example, even after several months I still
feel like a stranger in a new workplace.”

Chiara says that, sometimes, she would
catch herself questioning the meaning of being a
researcher in humanities while the world was facing such a
serious situation that underlined the importance of medical
and scientific research.
“I really questioned my role,” she continues. “Yes, my project
shows a common Mediterranean cultural background that
connects the two shores of the sea (Africa and Europa) and
propagates through northern Europe – and therefore has
a strong impact on some current European cultural and
political issues – but while I was working on it everyone on
the planet was facing an unprecedented health threat. It
may not make sense to some people why I was questioning
the value of my own work in this way, but I would say it
simply shows how important it was for me to be aware of
the reality… and of my own feelings.”
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Your story

Book Club
The Academic Woman (TAW) invites you to join us to read a wide variety
of genres and to engage with our community by sharing both your
thoughts and experiences on our social media channels.

WFH: How to build a career you
love when you’re not in the office
A recommendation for anyone looking to develop their creativity to inspiring
and leading your team all without leaving your living room.

To submit content to the website or
to be featured in our print magazine,
please send your copy and any
attachments to:
hello@theacademicwoman.co.uk
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All women in academia are welcome to share their
stories, experiences and research by granting or
requesting a feature to be done on them or writing
as contributors. The lifestyle columns welcome
contributions on health, wellness, relationships,
fitness, fashion and beauty.

Visit our website to subscribe to our
newsletter and engage with us on social media
to help us pick the books to read together – and
to discuss the narratives and themes you’ve
enjoyed reading about.
Visit: theacademicwoman.co.uk

Visit theacademicwoman.co.uk for more details.
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On an unstoppable
mission to
advance women
Dr Josephine Jarpa Dawuni Esq is an
Associate Professor of Political Science at
Howard University, Washington DC, USA
and a Barrister-at-Law. An experienced
academic and a respected authority in her
field, she is unstoppable in her mission to
see more women empowered. We asked
her about her career and what challenges
she faced.
How did you make the move from law to academia?
When I qualified as a lawyer in Ghana in 2001, I thought I was
done studying but I soon realised that my quest for knowledge
remained unquenched. So I decided to pursue further studies
and get all my education completed before any wedding bells or
babies came along.
That motivation led me to apply to Cambridge University, where
I was accepted to pursue a Masters in Law ((LLM)) with a focus
on in International Human Rights Law. However, at the same
time, I was admitted to Ohio University in the USA to pursue a
Masters in International Development – with a full tuition ride.
I decided to pursue the Ohio offering because it allowed me to
diversify my academic background.
I chose to pursue a doctorate degree because my masters had
ignited in me a keen interest in women and gender studies. Even
though I didn’t get into a women’s studies doctoral programme,
the doctoral programme in political science at Georgia State
University allowed me to design my focus area, so I decided to
do that.
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What challenges have you faced along the way?
The challenges have been many, especially with me being an
“international student” and having to navigate the intersectional biases
that one faces in higher education in the USA. But my doctoral studies
phase marked the toughest personal challenges I have ever had to deal
with. By the time I finished my five-year programme, I had lost my little
sister, my mother, and my maternal grandmother, at different times.
During my fieldwork in Ghana conducting interviews, my dad was sick
and hospitalized. Nothing beats those horrible experiences.
The grace of God and a lot of family support sustained me. I have never
thought about giving up in my life but the death of my 19-year old sister
was the first time I came close to abandoning everything and just giving
up in life. That pain never goes away and I cried throughout my entire
dissertation process.

You have said that gender equality is more difficult for black
women. Is this based on your experiences?
That view is informed partly by scientific research by many scholars
before me. For example, Kimberlè Crenshaw’s intersectionality framework
explains this, as do earlier works on intersectionality by Patricia Hill
Collins, Bonnie Thornton-Dill, Audre Lorde and many others.
From my own work, I have also seen that black women are not only dealing
with the current challenges that are faced by all women, but even in the
21st century they are still dealing with the ghosts of imperial/colonial/
global patriarchy. The challenges black women face are a recurring case
of trauma that has not been addressed and continues to be perpetuated
by systemic racism, sexism and other discriminatory conscious and
unconscious biases, actions and inactions.
When I decide to speak out about equity and justice I have to be strategic,
yet intentional. Sometimes, inequity or injustice can be so swift and
blatant that it leaves you tongue-tied. But whenever I get the chance to, I
always speak out because silence will not correct recurring wrongs.

What makes you so passionate about women in the legal
professions, gender and the law, women’s civil society?
I have always been passionate about women’s issues. I trace it to my
maternal grandmother who is the first feminist I ever met. She was not
formally educated, yet she knew her rights and she would stand up for
those rights any day and any time.
My grandmother was a central part of my upbringing and that of my
siblings and she showed me from an early age that women have power,
women are doers. The fact that she did not receive any formal education
did not stop her from making sure that we her grandchildren excelled at
school. It did not stop her from making me aware that I could do anything
and everything in exactly the same way that my two brothers could. She
was instrumental in teaching me about equity and the equality of the sexes
or genders.

How did you come to lead the new Centre for Women, Gender and
Global Leadership at Howard University?
It all began with ASK (ask, seek, knock) from the Bible (Matthew 7:7-12):
“Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door
will be opened to you.”
I came to Howard University in 2015 and quickly began organising a
collective of women faculty interested in women and gender issues. In the
past five or six years, I have organised the annual International Women’s
Day events, bringing big-named speakers to campus, including Dr. NgoziOkonjo-Iweala, the first woman Director -General of the WTO. I asked my
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I have always
been passionate
about women’s
issues. I trace it
to my maternal
grandmother
who is the first
feminist I ever
met. She was
not formally
educated, yet
she knew her
rights, and she
would stand up
for those rights
any day and any
time.

Dean and President for support to create a Centre for Women
but didn’t get an immediate response. When my President got
wind of a possible funding source, he called me and literally
gave me under 10 hours to produce a proposal, which I did.
The donors had been considering a gift of $300,000 but by
the time they read my proposal and met with me online, they
fell in love with the vision and increased their donation to
$1,000,000!
I think the ASK to my President was what led me here and
now the work begins to build the centre. Do not be afraid to
ASK! I must say that the support from my President, Dean
and Provost played an important part in getting us where we
are today. Institutional support for gender equality is vital.

What has driven you to engage in various projects and
initiatives that have enabled women to progress, such
as the Institute for African Women in Law (IAWL)?
My mantra in life is “do what I love, and love what I do”. My
passion for what I do drives me and that lessens the pain
of the long, seemingly endless hours that I put in. IAWL has
been in existence for six years now and in that time we have
built a global brand, with no major funding from any source.
Imagine what we could achieve with funding?
I am inspired by the comments from top women in law who
are impressed by the work we are doing to amplify the voices
of women in law across Africa as well as the diaspora. We
have produced some cutting-edge research on women in law
in Africa and that is what drives me every single day. There
is still a lot to be done though, and we are ready for the next
chapter.

Is it possible to get men to create equity of opportunity
and speed up equality?
IAWL has launched a campaign called MALE Allies, (Men
Advocates in Law for Equality). Through our individual,
organisational and collective engagement, we hope to
transform thinking and systems to be gender responsive.

We operate on the principles of gender inclusion, gender
equality, gender equity and gender sensitivity. We do these
through our webinars, trainings and other engagements with
men in law.

Finally, do you have five tips for thriving in
academia?
1. Maintain your passion for teaching and engaging
with students.
2. Choose or build a research agenda you are
passionate about.
3. Always find new ways to contribute to your area(s)
of research.
4. Mentor other colleagues through your professional
networks.
5. Find your own mentors who can guide you along
the journey.
I would also add that planning is key. I plan my days, weeks,
and months and that helps me to get through my endless
to-do lists while also carving out some quality time to look
after my well-being and cater to my family olbigations.
Dr Dawuni’s expertise is based on a research focus on judicial
politics, women in legal professions, gender and the law,
international human rights, women’s civil society organising and
democratisation. With many publications to her name, she is also
the Founding Director of Howard University’s Centre for Women,
Gender and Global Leadership. The centre’s vision is to promote
black women’s excellence through feminist activism, gender
consciousness and global leadership transformation. As a scholaractivist with a mission to support and lift other women to be the
next generation of leaders, Dr Dawuni founded the non-profit IAWL
to help women in the legal professions in Africa and the diaspora
to thrive. A member of many professional bodies, Dr Dawuni is also
a Fellow of the Carnegie African Diaspora and a recipient of the
Fulbright Specialist scholarship.
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It’s easy if you try
The most immediate changes we can make involve
how we interact with people online or via email. For
example, the next time you log on to your favourite
social media platform, you might think about what other
academics are doing and not just about promoting your
own achievements. Look at what others are posting
and celebrate their work, share their posts and say
exactly why you like them. Don’t just click on the sparkly
icon that says ‘Congrats!’ but instead post a personal
comment that indicates you are a human being lauding
the achievements of a colleague.
We’ve all received mass emails telling us about
someone who graduated or received a special honour,
but the majority of us will simply respond to the whole
mailing list with a simple “this is great,” or something
similar. This might impress the others on the list and
highlight how thoughtful you are, but it would be far
better to send the individual a personal email. I have
done this on many occasions and I can recommend it.
People appreciate you taking the time to get in touch
with them rather than choosing the easy option that
everybody else takes. We get so hung up on letting
everyone know what we think that we can sidestep the
personal touch.

A few kind words
go a long way
Professor Anne-Wil Harzing believes that instead
of being competitive and sending half-hearted ‘well
done’ messages to colleagues about their work, it’s
time for everyone in academia to take a different,
more positive, more supportive approach.
I realised some time ago that in the competitive world of academia it is all too
easy to fall into the trap of celebrating the major achievers, focusing too much
on the most striking successes, and only paying lip service to more mundane
yet vital activities. We often see the highest performing academics lauded
and portrayed as role models, while others receive a cursory and pre-prepared
‘well done’ or ‘great job’ comment on their social media posts.
I’m here to tell you that – while it’s certainly impossible to alter the culture of
academia overnight – I believe just a few simple changes can go a long way to
improving the environment for everyone.
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Why not write to the person who created an excellent
email about a complex subject, and tell them it’s obvious
they have put a great deal of work into it and you are
impressed by the result? Junior academics in particular
will appreciate this because they often wonder if they
have struck the right note in their work. At the same
time, senior managers such as heads of departments or
deans will also benefit from some personal and positive
feedback. It’s often not appreciated how much being in a
senior position can be alienating and lonely.

Sharing the love on a personal basis
So if you see a paper online that you like, make sure to
share it across the main social media platforms with
your personal reflections. If you see something that
you think others might like – colleagues, academic
friends, co-authors – then send them all a short email
with a link to the piece. It’s possible that they may have
read the paper already, but they will still appreciate you
getting touch to let them know about it. Likewise, if
you like what someone has done to their online profile,
why not write a personal message to them saying how
good it looks? Little gestures like this can really help
to make academia much less competitive and more
co-operative, collaborative and interactive.
Having said that, it’s also too easy for us to remain
in our own bubbles, praising each other and feeling
good about ourselves. To make a real difference, it’s
important to communicate with people that we don’t
know. So send a few kind words in an email to an author
who you’ve never heard of but you enjoyed reading
their work. I have done this many times, particularly
during the pandemic, and without fail everyone I have
contacted has come back to me saying how much they
appreciated my feedback.

Recognise the value of
professional service work
This approach should
not be restricted to
published work or online
contributions. Why not
send a kindly worded
email to someone who
has done a great job in their
professional service role?
They may be a conference
organiser or an editor. I have sent
many thank-you emails to editors once a paper has
been accepted, and they are delighted to receive them.

Professor Anne -Wil Harzing

Illustration: Ashley Tunbridge

Recently, I thanked Jasper Hotho, editor of the
Organization Studies journal, from the bottom of my
heart, for how he handled a paper I had submitted,
adding: “Your professional conduct restores my
confidence in academia as a collective endeavour where
we support our colleagues and try to bring out the best
in them, rather than focus only on our own career and
compete with our colleagues for those ‘rare prizes’.”
I have even sent thank-you emails when a paper of mine
has been rejected, because I acknowledged that the
editor had a tough decision to make, but understood it
was the right one. I told David Collings, consulting editor
of the Journal of World Business: “I fully understand
your decision and am sorry it has caused you any
agony. I think you absolutely took the right decision and
I am very grateful for your support during the process.”

Famous academics like positive feedback too
If you are a student or an early career researcher (ECR)
it’s not a bad idea to write to famous academics and
give them feedback about their work. They are human
beings too, but they rarely receive emails telling them
how much their work is appreciated. While I have hardly
ever seen this happen in my 30-year career, this kind of
feedback has increased during the pandemic. Whether
or not it’s because people now feel the need to be more
pleasant to each other, I have received some lovely
emails from students or ECRs that really bucked me up
and put a smile on my face.
I firmly believe that just a few kind words can go a long
way, and it’s time that everyone in academia took this
more positive and co-operative approach, so that we
can genuinely support each other and improve all
our lives.
Anne-Wil Harzing is Professor of International
Management at Middlesex University, London, and
visiting Professor of International Management at
Tilburg University in the Netherlands. She is a Fellow
of the Academy of International Business, maintains
the Journal Quality List – a collation of journal
rankings from a variety of sources – and is the driving
force behind the popular Publish or Perish software
program, which is designed to help individual
academics present their case for research impact to
the best advantage. More details can be found online
at harzing.com.
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“The more I
focused on my
authentic self,
the easier
it was to
overcome any
challenges”
Vicki L Baker, PhD, Professor in
Economics & Management at
Albion College in Michigan, USA,
is an internationally acknowledged
driving force in faculty and leadership
development, with a particular focus
on enabling women to achieve their full
potential in academia and business. We
asked her to explain what this entails, and
to outline any challenges she has met
along the way throughout her career.
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Professor Vicki L Baker began her remarkable
academic journey as a safety science major
with minors in applied statistics and Spanish.
Attracted by what she calls “the quantitative
nature” and “global focus” of these subjects, she
spent one summer studying in Mexico and found
it to be “a life-changing experience” that was
vitally important to her personal and professional
growth.
After graduating, Vicki accepted a position at
AK Steel Corporation in Kentucky as a safety
engineer, then moved to Ohio to focus on training
and developing the company’s contractors.
Although this work was certainly a “valuable
experience” for Vicki, after a year she left to attend
Clarion University of Pennsylvania where she got
an MBA with a concentration in management.
“I loved the focus on understanding human
behaviour and motivation,” she says. “It was there
that my interest in the people side of work – and
life – was sparked and continues to be my focus to
the present day.”
After Clarion, Vicki moved to Harvard Business
School (HBS) in Boston, Massachusetts, to
become administrative assistant to the Executive
Director at the Executive Education Division.
A year and a half later, she joined a team that
managed open enrolment programmes in
marketing, management and leadership.
“I learned so much about relationships, human
behaviour, leadership development and overall
professional development on this side of the
business,” Vicki says. “It really motivated me.”

From business to academia
It was while taking masters classes at HBS’s
College of Education that Vicki was encouraged
to do a PhD in higher education, so after nearly
18 months at HBS she left to take up a research
assistantship focusing on engineering education
outcomes at Pennsylvania State University (PSU).
While there, she gained an MSc in management
& organisations, going on to teach management,
human resources and organisational behaviour at
PSU’s Smeal College of Business.
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We asked Vicki what made her
leave the business environment
and move into academia.
“Each of those business
organisations had one underlying
similarity – people,” she says.
“They relied on their employees to
contribute in a variety of ways to
be successful and to sustain that
success. I was really intrigued by all
the different personalities and work
styles and what was needed to reach
these diverse populations. I realised
then that I needed to learn more, to
develop myself more.”
“My entire family is in K-12
education (from kindergarten to
12th grade) and I grew up with a
deep appreciation for education,”
Vicki continues. “I had the great
fortune of sitting in a classroom
with some of the world’s leading
faculty at HBS. Their passion for
teaching and developing leaders
was inspiring, which made me
realise that’s what I wanted to do.”
In terms of challenges that she has
faced along the way, Vicki says she
was regularly one of the few women
– sometimes the only woman – in
male-dominated classrooms and
meetings.
“It was easy to be overlooked or to
fall into the background,” she says.
“I had to work to develop my voice
and to be heard in the process.
There were certainly mis-steps
along the way and some important
lessons learned, but the more I
focused on my authentic self, my
priorities and my ’deal-breakers’, the
easier it became. As more identities
became salient to me (wife, mother,
academic, campus leader and so on)
I had to work really hard to figure out
what that meant to me and how to
manage and prioritise those roles. It
wasn’t about ‘balance’, it was about
prioritising and compartmentalising
which roles were my current focus at
any given moment and working other
tasks and responsibilities around my
primary focus. I have not mastered
this by any means, but it works for me
and my consulting and coaching work
aims to help others figure out how to
achieve that.”
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Recognised and rewarded
Vicki says was especially honoured
and humbled to be recognised
recently as a ‘Top 100 Visionary’ in
education by the Global Forum for
Education and Learning, given that
faculty and leadership development
are areas she is passionate about.
“As I think about being mid-career
with a great deal of career runway
remaining, I reflect on what I want
my contribution to be and I realise I
want it to be helping others, especially
women, advance in their careers,”

“I reflect on
what I want my
contribution to
be and I realise
I want it to be
helping others,
especially
women,
advance in
their careers”
she says. “It’s very nice to have
that contribution recognised and
rewarded, and it has made me even
more determined to live up to this
level of recognition and to make sure
my reach is what it needs to be.”
Vicki says she became passionate
about helping faculty members and
students to thrive after seeing her
mother and grandfather “give so
freely of their time and talents” in
their respective roles as kindergarten
teacher and superintendent.
”The role they played in the lives
of students, peers and other
administrators was inspiring,” Vicki
says. “I grew up with great role

models and I have realised that
supporting others to achieve their
dreams is in my blood. I honestly
cannot imagine doing anything
other than this. As I reflect on my
contribution, I am always asking
myself how I can help my students
advance in their careers through my
teaching, or how I can support other
scholars in their career advancement
through my scholarship. My intended
contribution is always at the forefront
of my mind and it’s the driver of what I
say yes to and how I decide to engage
in the areas of faculty and leadership
development.”
“Not a day goes by where I don’t
feel a profound sense of gratitude
for the professional opportunities
I have had as well as where I have
a responsibility to ensure the next
generation of faculty, especially
women academics, feel supported
and inspired along the way,” she adds.

Helping women excel
Vicki is well-known for her book
Charting Your Path to Full – a Guide
for Women Associate Professors
which aims to help women in the
professoriate excel in their careers.
It came about after two women
associate professors, who were
involved in the Academic Leadership
Academy of Lead Mentor Develop,
an organisation co-founded by Vicki,
invited her to work with a community
of mid-career/associate professor
women.
“Both women, who are now dear
friends and colleagues, asked me to
join them at the College of Wooster in
Ohio as they created and developed
a programme for women associate
professors. To say it was a rewarding
and productive time would be an
understatement. I was so inspired
by their stories, their needs, and
their willingness to be so authentic
that I talked to my editor at Rutgers
University Press in New Jersey about
doing a book. She loved the idea and
the rest is history.
It felt so good to take the practice and
consulting work I was engaged in and
put it in writing, while also sharing
the stories of the many women
academics I was (and continue to be)

fortunate to work with as an academic
coach, helping them advance in their
careers and achieve outlined goals.”
Vicki believes that mentoring is vital to
the career development and progression
of women.
“I cannot stress enough the importance
of mentoring,” she says. “I have
benefited greatly from amazing mentors
across my academic and professional
pursuits. A number of mentors have
provided support in such areas as
balancing motherhood with career
or negotiating book contracts. Your
mentoring network must evolve with you
and honour that evolution, so mentoring
for me looks different at this stage of
my life and career compared with my
early career. Laura Gail Lunsford, my
partner, dear friend and co-founder
of Lead Mentor Develop, is an awardwinning mentoring expert. I rely on her
a great deal for support and she seeks
mine as well. Given the importance of
mentoring, we wanted to make sure that
our scholarship, practice and consulting
offered resources and coaching in the
absolutely essential area of professional
and personal support.”
With Vicki having had such a diverse
career, it’s difficult for her to pin down
any single aspect that has been
particularly rewarding, but when pushed
she says the greatest pleasure is almost
certainly having the opportunity to play
a key role in the successes of students,
colleagues and clients.
“I have seen many of them at their
highest of highs and lowest of lows,
I’ve hugged them when they’ve needed
it, and cheered them on when they’ve
needed it,” Vicki says. “What makes it
all worthwhile is that I still receive notes,
even years later, about the impact I had
on someone or how I helped provide
guidance and support to achieve their
dreams, and every single day I feel so
grateful to be in this position. Now that
my kids are old enough to understand,
they hear and see the letters and
comments from students and clients
and realise that I have been able to reach
many people and help them along their
journeys. It is a role and responsibility
that I take very seriously.”

Leaving a lasting legacy
As for the future, Vicki plans to
spend time expanding her faculty
and leadership development work for
individual clients and institutions who
are seeking support. She also expects to
take on other leadership roles at the AC3
Albion College Community Collaborative,
where she is an inaugural director.
“AC3 is an experiential learning lab
where students serve as management
consultants in collaboration with, and in
service to, community organisations,”
says Vicki. “I was tasked with building
this programme from the ground up,
which is an exciting opportunity for
me to continue to grow and develop
professionally and personally while
continuing to support students,
community organisations and faculty
and staff in their professional growth. It’s
great to have a different forum in which
I can stretch myself. When my rotation
as AC3 Director ends, I will step in as
Department Chair as we welcome new
faculty members.”
“I am excited to build a new department
and to mentor colleagues through their
early career years,” Vicki continues.
“I want to leave a lasting legacy that
improves the lives of individuals and
communities. I want my students, faculty
colleagues and clients to know they have
someone rooting for them, providing
guidance and support along the way.”
When asked what advice she would give
to early career academics to support
their career development, Vicki says
that she regrets not focusing on her
contribution earlier in her career.
“I was so focused on building up my CV
and getting exposure that I sacrificed
myself in the process at times,” she
recalls. “It took arriving at mid-career,
and being a mother with responsibility
to others who relied on me fully, to
appreciate that I cannot, nor do I want
to, do it all. Rather, I want to be focused
and deliberate with my time and really
hone in on what matters to me and why
– as a primary driver in how I engage
professionally and personally. I wish I had
come to this place sooner in my career,
so I encourage all early career academics
to think about this contribution question
as often as possible, to make sure
they always work in service to their
professional and personal path.”
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Getting the
most out
of Highly
Sensitive
Women
Dr Serena Bartys, Principal
Research Fellow in Work & Health
at the University of Huddersfield,
explains how the skillsets of highly
sensitive people can be ideal for
working in academia

For over 20 years now, I have had the privilege of working
closely with interesting and inspiring colleagues, conducting
research aimed at tackling the burden of work loss due to illhealth. This research has influenced a shift in understanding,
by policymakers and key healthcare and employment
stakeholders, of how work can be health-supportive, and this
shift is now reflected in national and international policy and
guidance relevant to all working-age people.
Never has my work felt so pertinent! At the time of writing,
restrictions due to the pandemic are steadily being lifted,
and the working population are returning to their places
of employment.
Many workers will have existing health problems that may
have deteriorated, a growing number will have new health
problems related to the pandemic, and most will have some
concerns about risk in their workplace. I am proud to be
making a contribution towards ameliorating these issues,
but this challenging time has also had some effects on my
own health – towards the end of 2020, I started experiencing
symptoms of burn-out.
This isn’t the first time I have felt overwhelmed – during the
course of my working life I have had several periods of stressrelated ill-health. But I rarely mention this to anyone, let alone
take any time off. I understand that work provides many
things that are good for my health – structure, meaning,
social interaction.
Also, for as long as I can remember, I have been called ‘oversensitive’ or ‘too emotional’ and things that other people seem
to shrug off or breeze through without a second thought would
often knock me for six. This has made me hesitant to share
my struggles, compounded by the fact that I knew everyone
else was struggling and I felt lucky to have a job at all! I always
pick myself up again, but I knew this time was different –
like many working women, I was also shouldering the lion’s
share of parenting and home-schooling. With my usual
support systems unavailable, I realised I needed to dig deep
to understand how best to support myself.

High Sensitivity is normal
In conducting some personal research, I came across a body
of empirical work on high sensitivity (also known as SensoryProcessing Sensitivity, or SPS) by Dr Elaine Aron. I had a
complete light-bulb moment when I took the online test and
scored full marks! It described me and how I experience life
(and others’ reactions to me) down to a tee.
I learned that 15 to 20% of the population are highly
sensitive people (HSPs) and that the condition is a normal
temperament, not a disorder or impairment. HSPs are creative,
insightful and empathic, but they are also more prone to stress
and overwhelm. Because the trait is poorly understood and
not largely valued in Western culture, HSPs are often called
shy, fearful, neurotic, sensitive and inhibited, resulting in low
self-esteem and feeling abnormal.
As a result, HSPs have often not learnt healthy self-assertion
and they can become people-pleasers, taking on more and
more to compensate and/or prove they can ‘hack it’. When
the culmination of this affects their health, because of a lack
of understanding, HSPs might blame themselves for not
being ‘strong enough’. This vicious circle leaves many HSPs
feeling unsupported, and as a result they may fall out of work
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unnecessarily, or fail to achieve their full potential in the
workplace.
Finding all this out helped me make sense of a lot of things
about my own working life. Particularly when I found out
that academia appeals to many HSPs because it provides
us with an opportunity to use our strengths and conduct
work that requires a deep focus and thoughtfulness. It
made me wonder how many other people like me are
drawn to academia as a career because they are HSPs,
but don’t realise it. I feel it’s important to raise awareness
of this because HSPs face many obstacles that other
workers don’t.
The Highly Sensitive Refuge (an online resource and
community for HSPs) notes that as an HSP, a day at work
involves more than just doing the job itself. It also means:
• being aware of, and often unconsciously managing, the
emotions of everyone else they work with.
• noticing all the subtle sounds, scents, and details that
most people view as background.
• deeply processing every part of their day — and giving it
far more of their mental energy than other people would.
In other words, work can be far more draining for HSPs
than it is for others. Even on a good day, we may be
overstimulated and out of energy by the time we finish.
With its high degree of autonomy and flexibility, academia
helps me manage my energetic day-to-day needs, but
it can be extremely competitive. I struggle with rushed
deadlines, having too many tasks, and I am particularly
sensitive to common workplace stressors — including the
environment and the different personalities of those I work
with (virtual meetings are just as draining). It’s clear that all
too often, academia simply isn’t set up to accommodate or
even show concern about these needs.

with people. However, because many of these skills are
expected from women in particular, it becomes easy to
overlook the needs of female HSPs in academia.
Burn-out is not an inevitable consequence of being
highly productive, it is a sign of an unhealthy system.
What we need – as, in fact, do most working women
– is a new definition of what a successful and healthy
working life looks like. Historically, these definitions have
been provided by one half of the population only. A more
feminine perspective would be a definition where traits like
High Sensitivity are celebrated and cared for and where
HSPs are given the support that’s needed to thrive at work.
I accept the reality that the majority of the working
population are not HSPs, but trying to fit into a way of
working that doesn’t honour my natural temperament
is not good for my health. I don’t like the term ‘self-care’
(because it side-steps the collective responsibility that is
required for a healthy working life) but this has had to be
a priority for me. Self-care doesn’t mean spa treatments
or bubble baths, it means saying ‘no’ more often and
having firm boundaries. This means I can say ‘yes’ to those
things that align with my values, needs and interests and
therefore do a better job.
A way of working which aligns best to my High Sensitivity
often means challenging our collective world views and
societal programming which normalises overworking.
Good health at work is now even more of a priority, and the
current circumstances present us with an ideal opportunity
to redefine work which supports health in new ways. We
HSPs may have much to teach the rest of the workforce.
Take a test to see if you are an HSP at
hsperson.com, where you can also find the latest research
on High Sensitivity. The University of Huddersfield’s ‘Good
Work, Good Health’ research programme can be found at:
goodworkgoodhealth.com

Celebrate High Sensitivity
This is a major oversight, because the HSP skillset
has tremendous value for academia. Relationships are
particularly important to us, and we are supportive and
encouraging to our colleagues/students. We pay attention
to details, and take time to think things through before
rushing into action – we are particularly observant and
conscientious. As leaders, HSPs put a great emphasis
on building consensus, which helps them bring together
capable, loyal teams. And in all settings, they pick up on
subtle nuance and have an intuitive sense for how to deal
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Mentoring:
How to
make it
work for
you
Whether you are mentor or
mentee, finding the right support
and making the relationship
work requires positivity and selfawareness. Sarah Wolfenden BA
(Hons), MA, MCLIP, SFHEA looks
at the mentoring experience and
offers some sound advice.
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What is mentoring?

Is mentoring different to coaching?

In The Odyssey, Odysseus goes off to fight in the Trojan
war and leaves his young son Telemachus with a wise old
man who shares his knowledge and advice. The old man’s
name? Mentor. On another occasion, Athena, the Greek
goddess associated with wisdom (she was said to have
been born from the forehead of Zeus), disguises herself as
Mentor to offer support to Telemachus, encouraging him
to stand up for himself.

One definition of mentoring is “a coaching
conversation plus some experience based
contextualisation, advice or guidance.”*
The idea is that the mentor is often, but not
always, a step or two ahead career-wise of
the person being mentored (the ‘mentee’)
but not so far that they cannot relate to
them. For example, if you are working on
your Advance HE accreditation you may be
mentored by someone who has recently
been awarded theirs. A good mentor
should be knowledgeable about the area
you are interested in; they should listen to
you and ask clear, pertinent questions.

If you attend any professional development course you are
likely to hear the words “find yourself a mentor,” and it may
seem like this could make all your problems go away. It
certainly sounds like an attractive idea to have an amazing
person by your side, who will impart their wisdom and pave
the way for you to pursue your chosen career path.
It's true to say that having a successful mentor relationship
can create tremendous positives for all parties involved.
However, little is said about how to make such a
relationship successful, and even less is said about what
happens when it goes wrong.
In my role as Senior Lecturer in Academic Professional
Development, I mentor and coach staff to reflect on their
teaching practices, to meet their personal and professional
goals, and also to train other mentors. Over the years,
I have had both positive and negative experiences of
being mentored and it’s easy to build up in our heads a
complicated image of what mentoring involves. However, if
we look around us we can often see examples of informal
mentors. They could be the experienced colleague we go
to for advice or that person we met at a conference and still
keep in touch with through social media.
Some universities allocate mentors to all new staff,
although this might not work in practice and you may
need to find your own. If you take part in any professional
development programmes such as Aurora or postgraduate
certificates, you may be given one for the duration of the
course. I was asked to mentor someone as an alumnus
and this can be a good place to find a mentor or offer to
mentor others. Although it isn’t essential that a mentor
looks or sounds like you (in some places of work this may
not even be possible) there are communities, including
those on Facebook or LinkedIn, that can be useful
resources for professional women and working parents
looking for mentoring support.
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Of course, there is considerable overlap
with coaching. The two approaches are
very similar in that – like counselling – they
are based on the humanistic principles
of treating people as a whole being full of
positive potential.
Good mentors will often use a coaching
style, such as trusting and encouraging
the person to come up with solutions and
make the correct choices. A coach may or
may not have experience and context of
your specific area but will use a 'coaching
toolkit' that will help draw out what it is
you want and how to go about getting
it. This coaching approach is very goaloriented and will usually take place over
six to 10 sessions. By contrast, a mentor
relationship can last a lifetime!
Mentoring benefits everyone involved: the
mentee, the mentor, and the institutions
they work in. Mentor and mentee will learn
about each other’s workplace experiences,
improve their communication skills and
their confidence. The process might help
the mentor with promotion, for example,
or it could save the mentee from having to
‘reinvent the wheel’. In essence, mentoring
can provide a deep and personal learning

experience for both parties involved and can lead to
greater understanding and more self-awareness among
colleagues. This will ultimately benefit the organisation
they work for.

How to make mentoring work
The relationship you have with your coach or mentor is
important; if you don't gel with them you may be less likely
to open up and feel comfortable talking to them. Should
there be an issue, changing mentors is an option (they are
unlikely to be offended).
When looking for a mentor, it’s crucial to build up a
relationship first – relatively straightforward to do through
social media – and find something in common, rather
than contacting someone out of the blue and asking them
directly to be your mentor. A ‘cold call’ could have the
opposite effect to what you’re looking for and might scare
people off.
It's also vital that you take time to think about what you
would like from a mentor. Are you after general guidance
or is there something you specifically want to work on,
such as professional development, flexible working, or
opportunities to be promoted? Knowing what you want will
help set clear expectations for both parties from the start.
Of course, if you are the one being mentored then you
should be the one doing the legwork in terms of setting
up meetings and deciding what to talk about. If you are
mentoring someone who has never been mentored before,
it’s a good idea to clarify this (and any other expectations)
at the first meeting.
Ultimately, if you are being mentored you need to enjoy the
experience and get the best out of it. Then pay it forward…
* (Guccione and Hutchinson, 2021)
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Have you
missed an
edition?
Don’t worry! You can visit our website
www.theacademicwoman.co.uk to order your copies, today.

Follow us:
TheAcademicWoman

TheAcademicWoman
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Own our stylish The Academic W
. oman
(TAW) pin to champion recognition for
women in academia.

We’d love to hear about your news, experiences
and research. Get in touch and let us know that
you’d like to be considered for a feature, or to
contribute as a writer.

To buy your TAW pin, visit:
www.theacademicwoman.co.uk

Email hello@theacademicwoman.co.uk.
We’d love to hear from you!
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